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Term End Examination, 2019-20

FVTZY SETS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
PAPER.

Time : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks:100

Note : Attempt any five questions. All questions calry equal marks.

1. (a) State and prove second Decomposition theorem on Fuzry set.

(b) A fuzrY set A on R is convex iff
Ahxr + (1- l)xzl > min[A(x1),A(x2)]

2. State and prove characterization theorem of t-conorm.

3. (a) Prove that a continuous fuzzy complement has a unique equilibrium'
(U) f"or" that the standard fuzzy intersection is the only idempotent t-norm'

4. 'Let 
A e f (R) then A is a fuzry number if and only if there exists a closed interval

la,b)+osuchthat 
(t, forxela,b!

A(x) - I t(*), for x e (-o, a)

[r(r), forxe(b,oo)
Where I is a function from (-oo,a) to (0,1) that is monotonic increasing continuous

from right, and such that I(x) = 0 rl x e (-a,wr); r is a function from (b, o) to

[0, r] tnlt is monotonic decreasing, continuous from the left, and such that

r(x)=0Vrr-(w2,a)
5. Solve the followingfirzny relation equation for the max' min composition

[.5 .7 0 .21
l,+ .6 t ol=rs .s .+.zlPol ; ; 1 ;l= t

Lo .z o .Bl
6. Let agiven nnite uody of evidence v,m) be nested. Then prove that

(i)nec(An B) = minlnec(A),nec(B)l
(ii) pos(.A u B) = maxfpos(A),pos(B)l

7. Explain Methods of defuzzification.
8. Soive the followingfuz,ry linear programming problems.

MaxZ -- 6xr* 5x2
s.t.

(5,3,2)x1+ (6,+,2)x2 3 (25,6,9)
(5,2,3)4+ (2,1'.5,L)x2 < (13,7,4)
xpx22O

9. Explain with examPle
(i) Multistage decision making
(ii) MultiPerson decision making

10. (a) Prove that
BLGBLeBt=Bs

(b) Let sets of oivalues of variable x and t! be X = {x1,x2,r3} and V - {lgz,lt}
respectively let us take proposition

P:" if X is A then rP is B" where

n -1+1+ 3 ,na n =!+!Xt Xz X3 tt lz
Then given a fact expressed by the proposition "X is A' " where

A'-*****,
By the use of generalized modus ponens derive a conclusion in the form " rp is B' "

Explain with examPle


